Message to the President of the United States

For the President of the United States of America

May 11, 2013

President of the United States of America
The Servant speaks the Great Way's will:
Listen and hear the will way of the Great Way King Jesus: The Lord is
moving to bring a major shift in the nation known as the United States of
America that shall move in shaking the very foundation of the land in all
realms and regions. Most will not be able to embrace a major detail as a
change in the way the nation moves without first seeing a Great God
move to bring a weapon that shall be spiritual in arms. But the plan is
already being released in this earthly will way in the United States of
America and shall be a new will that will supersede all previous plans in
the President’s current advisors’ mouths. What must take way for the
nation’s leader to see that it will take an embracing moving to drink in
Kingdom living to break free from the chains of the current system? Why
will the land and the nation think it can move in true liberty without a true
Liberator? No human has the power to set another human free. Why has
this been placed into laws as if a law would bring a true freedom into a
human that plans with human wisdom and might? What would it take for
a release in your planning way, for you to move over into a spiritual
moving of supernatural proportions to change the way that the leader
views his will in leading this nation? What would it take to give a will way
in a full presentation to give a new moving in a governing detail to shift
how the nation operates? Has any leader found a solution through their
governing structure in place? Has any way been given that has healed the
nation of the torn movings within its details? What way is given to set the
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nation free from its moving to destruction? Has any solution been made
clear in your meetings? No other earthly nation would know your true
detail. No earthly council will know your true solution without a Planner
who knows the will way given in His eternal will. How could any leader
give a leading will based on the people’s will? Now consider this: what
shall be the steering will in this nation if there came a plan that is founded
on a premise not of human planning but of a True God that will make a
way to move to implement a full infiltration of a Kingdom system to bring
a release into earthly affairs as given in human governing details? What
would take place if that leader in a nation submits a will in leading a
group, to move in being a moving to bring a release into the earth to
bring true healing, power, resources, and purpose to those who move in
its borders? What would take place when a nation submits their way to an
order through a governing will that is greater than any human will? It
would take great power to move in this level to influence a nation to drink
a system that supersedes their way in previous laws and systems. A great
power is here in the earth in the plan to be released into different realms
and regions so you can feel it, taste it, embrace it as a new plan in
moving to lead the nation well. This power cannot be contained. It cannot
be purchased. It cannot have a human’s motive. It truly is not of this
world, yet it will be given to bring a major shift into the way the earth is
governed so true freedom can be released, and Kingdom living that has a
spiritual base that stems from the Great King Jesus can now have a
platform in the planning will way in the earth as a whole. So, move in this
new way, to seek the God who wills to do this new thing to change the
way the nation moves, to fully embrace a freedom not given through
earthly human planning. Here is the will: a true submission in this leading
to a Great God who will move to protect you as you submit to His will and
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take a new plan in a spiritual covenant—not through religions, but
through relational details that are eternally based but effectively moving
to be in this current way that can be felt and experienced through daily
living that can change the way in a person’s will in each detail. And
choices must be made. And wills in full submission must be given. But
who would take a risk to trust a Great God who cannot be seen? Only will
this be moved on when God’s plan is given a platform with His great
power to prove the will is the plan He gives, and all will take a look to
move to drink His will way in a new detail to bring a Kingdom that is
eternal into the nation, its people—to move in full infiltration to shift the
way the world as a whole moves to daily live out each plan. But this way
is with purpose through eternal perspective, hope, and power to heal,
rebuild, to restore. You will drink it as you taste a will way in the
environment that surrounds you. Angels have been given a will to give to
this nation and to bring a will to its leader, the President of the United
States of America, so he will move to speak it, to embrace it, to run with it
in spirit and in truth. Amen. Amen. Amen. The Great King has given His
seven messages that cover the will plan in the new detail. All will truly
move in tasting this major will but can only submit to a Great King
through receiving His plan of eternal life found in King Jesus. Amen and
Amen. The will is done. The plan is given. The prophet has spoken—but
not of human will but through her giving it based on her Great God’s will—
the Great Way King Jesus.
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